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Abstract— In this paper, we consider a state-dependent mul-
tiple access relay channel (MARC) with two-way cooperation
at transmitters, in which the transmitters cooperate with each
other over two limited-rate channels. We derive an achievable
rate region for this channel by using block-Markov superposition
coding ,and double binning techniques. In our proposed scheme,
the relay decodes only parts of the messages which are shared
between the transmitters.

I. INTRODUCTION

State-dependent channels play an important role in analyz-

ing the performance of communication systems since the state

is used to model the phenomena such as fading and interfer-

ence. Shannon introduced a state-dependent channel, in which

the channel state information (CSI) is known causally at the

transmitter (TX) and he derived the capacity of this channel

[1]. The capacity of the discrete memoryless state-dependent

channel where the state known non-causally at the TX was

characterized by Gel’fand and Pinsker [2]. Furthermore, the

capacity of a single user channel, where the partial CSI is

known at both TX and receiver (RX), was studied in [3].

Multiuser channels such as multiple access [4], [5], broadcast

[6] and relay [7]-[10] channels were widely studied.

The relay channel is a model of communication between

TX and RX with the help of one or more transceivers as

relays. In 1971, Van der Meulen [11] introduced the relay

channel as a special case of a three terminal network. Cover

and El Gamal [12] proposed a number of important concepts

for the relay channel such as block-Markov superposition

coding, random binning and side information coding and by

this concepts presented two basic coding schemes: Decode and

Forward (DF) and Compress and Forward (CF).

The state-dependent relay channel is a basic model for

cooperation in the channels which face fading and interfer-

ence. Based on the extension of the Shannon strategy [1]

and DF [12] scheme the capacity of the degraded discrete

memoryless state-dependent relay channel was found [7]. In

[7], the CSI is available at both the TX and the relay

in a causal manner. Some classes of state-dependent relay

channel are considered in [13]. The state-dependent relay

channel with causal and non-causal CSI was considered in

[8], [9]. The authors used CF [12, Theorem 6] technique

which is advantageous compared to DF scheme when the
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channel from the TX to the relay is worse than the channel

from the source to the destination. The state-dependent relay

channel with conferencing links between the relay and the

TX was investigated in [14], where only the relay knows

the strictly casual CSI. Moreover, the transmission schemes

have been compared in [14]. The relay may be used to help

more than one TX in a MARC setup. The Multiple Access

Relay Channel (MARC) was considered in [21] and a new

strategy for decoding (offset decoding) was proposed for this

channel. Furthermore, a number of cooperative strategies for

the MARC and some classes of the relay networks have been

considered in [22]. A general achievable rate region for a

MARC with common message was obtained in [23]. Also,

MARC with non-causal channel state information at the relay

was considered in [24] and an inner bound as well as an outer

bound was achieved for this channel.

One way to schedule the multiple transmitters is to make

them cooperate through conferencing links. Initially, Willems

[15] introduced Multiple Access Channel (MAC) with coop-

erating TXs and derived the capacity region. He showed that

if the TXs use noise-free limited-rate cooperation links to

share parts of their messages, capacity region can be achieved.

The coding scheme which has been used for this purpose was

introduced by Slepian and Wolf [16] for achieving the capacity

region of MAC with correlated TXs. Various models of state-

dependent MAC with cooperating TXs are considered in [17],

[18]. The state-dependent MAC with two-way cooperation

between the TXs has been proposed in [5], where each TX

non-casually knows a part of CSI and the RX knows full

CSI. It has been shown that by using a new binning technique,

named double binning [19], [20], the capacity can be achieved.

The question we are interested in is how relaying strategies

can be employed with cooperating TXs.

In this paper, we investigate the state-dependent MARC,

where each TX has CSI. We propose an achievable scheme

that increases the data transmission rate with two classes of

cooperation. The first one is among the TXs which is achieved

by two limited-rate channels between them. The other one is

between the relay and the TXs. The TXs cooperate with each

other and share their information about the channel state and

parts of their messages. These parts of the messages which

are shared by the TXs, are decoded by the relay, that has

complete CSI. Our scheme is based on the combination of

the double binning and block-Markov superposition coding to



Fig. 1. State-dependent Multiple Access Relay Channel (MARC)

achieve this two classes of cooperation together.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we present the discrete memoryless state-dependent MARC

and the related definitions. In Section III, the main results are

presented. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section IV.

Notation: we use capital letters to show random variables

(e.g., X); lower case letters for realization of random variables

(e.g., x) and p(x) to show the probability mass function (p.m.f)

of random variable X on set X . Also, we define Xn
i,j as an n-

sequence Xn
i specifically in block j. Also the set of ǫ-strongly

joint-typical of n-sequences Xn and Y n with p.m.f p(x, y),
is shown by Tn

ǫ (X,Y ). The two-user discrete memoryless

state-dependent MARC, as shown in Fig. 1, is defined with

the alphabet sets (X1,X2,XR,Y,YR,S1,S2) and a probability

transition function p(y, yR|x1, x2, xR, s1, s2) which is defined

for all (x1, x2, xR, s1, s2, y, yR) ∈ X1×X2×XR×S1×S2×
Y × YR, where Xn

1 , X
n
2 are the TXs inputs and Xn

R is the

relay input; Y n, Y n
R are RX and relay outputs, respectively;

Sn
1 , S

n
2 are channel state sequences which are independent

and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to p.m.f p(s1, s2).
Each TX knows partial CSI (transmitters 1 and 2, know Sn

1

and Sn
2 , respectively) and the relay and the RX know full

CSI in a non-causal manner, i.e., (Sn
1 , S

n
2 ). Each TX wishes

to transmit a message ml, l ∈ {1, 2} which is uniformly

distributed over message set Ml with cardinality Ml. We

define logMl

n
as the transmission rate Rl. It is neede to say that

both TXs talk to each other over two transmission links with

the limitted capacities C12 and C21. TX1 starts this process.

II. PROBLEM SETUP

Definition: A (2nR1 , 2nR2 , 2nC12 , 2nC21 , n) code for this

model consists of the following encoding functions:

at TX1

f12 : {1...2nR1} × Sn
1 → {1...2nC12},

f1 : {1...2nR1} × {1...2nC21} × Sn
1 → Xn

1 ,
(1)

Fig. 2. Double-binning consists of superbins contain bins and bins contain
codewords

at TX2

f21 : {1...2nR2} × {1...2nC12} × Sn
2 → {1...2nC21},

f2 : {1...2nR2} × {1...2nC12} × Sn
2 → Xn

2

(2)

and a relay encoder:

fR,i : S
n
1 × Sn

2 × Yi−1
R → X i

R (3)

and a decoding function:

g : Sn
1 × Sn

2 × Yn → {1...2nR1} × {1...2nR2} (4)

The average probability of error for a given code is

P
(n)
ǫ = 1

2n(R1+R2)

∑

m1,m2

Pr{g(Sn
1 , S

n
2 , Y

n) 6= (m1,m2)|

(m1,m2)sent}.
(5)

A rate pair (R1, R2) is achievable if there exists a sequence

of (2nR1 , 2nR2 , 2nC12 , 2nC21 , n) codes with P
(n)
ǫ → 0 as n →

∞. The capacity region is the closure of all achievable rates.

III. MAIN RESULTS

In this section, based on block-Markov coding and double

binning techniques (Fig. 2), we establish a lower bound for

the state-dependent MARC with cooperating TXs. These two

techniques provide two classes of cooperation where the first

one is between the TXs and the other one is between the relay

on one side and the TXs on the other side. The common

messages shared between the TXs play important roles in

achieving these two cooperation strategies together.

Theorem 1: For a two-user discrete memoryless state-

dependent MARC with two way cooperation between trans-

mitters, the following rate region is achievable:

C12≥I(U ;S1|S2, Z),

C21≥I(V ;S2|S1, Z, U),

R1≤C12 − I(U ;S1|S2, Z)

+I(X1;Y |S1, S2, Z, U, V,XR, X2),

R2≤C21 − I(V ;S2|S1, Z, U)

+I(X2;Y |S1, S2, Z, U, V,XR, X1),

R1 +R2≤I(Z,U, V,XR, X1, X2;Y |S1, S2), (6)

R1 +R2≤I(U, V ;YR|S1, S2, Z,XR)

+I(X1, X2;Y |S1, S2, Z, U, V,XR),

R1 +R2≤C12 − I(U ;S1|S2, Z) + C21 − I(V ;S2|S1, Z, U)

+I(X1, X2;Y |S1, S2, Z, U, V,XR),



Fig. 3. Generation of random variables in block j

for some joint distribution that can be factored in the form of

p(s1, s2, z, u, v, xR, x1, x2, yR, y) =
p(s1, s2)p(z)p(u|s1, z)p(v|s2, z, u)

×p(xR|s1, s2, z)p(x1|s1, z, u, v)p(x2|s2, z, u, v)
×p(yR, y|s1, s2, xR, x1, x2)

(7)

where Z,U, V are auxiliary random variables.

Remark 1: The inner bound region of state-dependent MAC

with cooperating encoders [5] is obtained by setting Z =
XR = YR = ∅ in (6).

Proof : In the proof, we use block-Markov superposition

encoding and double binning techniques [5], [19], [20]. We

use double binning because the first layer of binning is needed

to produce a common message between the transmitters and

the other layer is needed to originate an empirical state

coordination between the transmitters. Also we use block-

Markov superposition encoding technique for the relay. The

transmitters share parts of their messages, which are known to

both of them at the end of each block. These parts, referred to

them as common messages, generate the basis of cooperation

at the next block between the relay and transmitters. Each

transmitter transmits B − 1 message at B block of transmis-

sion.

Codebook generation:

For each block, randomly and independently we generate

a codebook. We illustrate the codebook generation for block

j ∈ {1...B}.

For any joint p.m.f defined in (7):

1) Generate 2n(Rs1+Rs2) i.i.d. codewords Zn
j with p.m.f

p(z). For each Zn
j , generate 2nRu i.i.d. codewords

Un
j with p.m.f p(u|z). Also, consider 2nRs1 superbins

and 2nRb1 bins (Fig. 2). Partition 2nRu codewords Un
j

into 2nRs1 equal-size superbins. Thus each superbin

contains 2n(Ru−Rs1) codewords Un
j . In the same way,

partition 2nRu codewords Un
j into 2nRb1 equal-size bins

.Therefore, each bin contains 2n(Ru−Rb1) codewords Un
j

and each superbin contains 2n(Rb1−Rs1) bins. Superbins

represent the common messages. The bin number has

information about the channel state and the common

message sent from TX1 to TX2. It is good to notice

that, because of the limited capacity of the cooperation

link from TX1 to TX2, the total number of bins cannot

exceed 2nC12 .

2) For each pair of (Zn
j , U

n
j ), generate 2nRv i.i.d. code-

words V n
j with p.m.f p(v|z, u). Also, generate 2nRs2

superbins and 2nRb2 bins (Fig. 2). Partition 2nRv code-

words V n
j into 2nRs2 equal-size superbins. Thus each

superbin contains 2n(Rv−Rs2) codewords V n
j . In the

same way, partition 2nRv codewords V n
j into 2nRb2

equal-size bins. Therefore, each bin contains 2n(Rv−Rb2)

codewords V n
j and each superbin contains 2n(Rb2−Rs2)

bins. The bin number sent from TX2 to TX1. Since the

capacity of the cooperation link from TX2 to TX1 is

limited, the total number of bins cannot exceed 2nC21 .

3) For each Zn
j and for each pair of (Sn

1,j , S
n
2,j), gen-

erate an i.i.d. codeword Xn
R,j according to p.m.f

p(xR|s1, s2, z).
4) For each triple (Zn

j , U
n
j , V

n
j ) and for each Sn

1,j ,

generate 2n(R1−Rs1) i.i.d. codewords Xn
1,j with

p.m.f p(x1|s1, z, u, v) and similarly, for each triple

(Zn
j , U

n
j , V

n
j ) and for each Sn

2,j , generate 2n(R2−RS2)

i.i.d. codewords Xn
2,j with p.m.f p(x2|s2, z, u, v).

Encoding at the beginning of block j:

Generation of all codes needed to prove the theorem is

shown in Fig. 3. Split m1 ∈ {1...2nR1} into two messages

m1c ∈ {1...2nRs1} which represents the common message for

TX1 and m1p ∈ {1...2n(R1−Rs1)} which represents the private

message for TX1. Similarly split m2 ∈ {1...2nR2} into com-

mon message m2c ∈ {1...2nRs2} and private message m2p ∈
{1...2n(R2−Rs2)}. Since the TXs know the common messages

of the block j − 1, i.e., (m1c,(j−1),m2c,(j−1)), a codeword,

denoted by Zn
j (m1c,(j−1),m2c,(j−1)) is chosen at both TXs.

For each Zn
j , there are 2nRs1 superbins. Associate each m1c,j

with a superbin. Thus a superbin is chosen and a codeword

is searched in the superbin, denoted by Un
j (m1c,j , s

n
1,j , z

n
j ),

that is jointly typical with (Sn
1,j , Z

n
j ). Then, TX1 sends its

bin number to TX2. If such a codeword Un
j does not exist

in the superbin, chooses an arbitrary Un
j from the superbin

and if more than one such codewords Un
j are found, chooses

the smallest one. TX2 receives the bin number from TX1 and

looks for a codeword Un
j that is jointly typical with (Sn

2,j , Z
n
j ).

If such a codeword Un
j does not exist in the bin, an arbitrary



Fig. 4. State-dependent MARC

Un
j from the bin is chosen.

For each pair of (Zn
j , U

n
j ), there are 2nRs2 superbins.

Associate each m2c,j with a superbin. Thus, a superbin is

chosen and a codeword is searched in the superbin, de-

noted by V n
j (m2c,j , s

n
2,j , z

n
j , u

n
j ), that is jointly typical with

(Sn
2,j , Z

n
j , U

n
j ). Then TX2 sends its bin number to TX1. If

such a codeword V n
j does not exist in the superbin, chooses

an arbitrary V n
j from the superbin and if more than one such

codewords V n
j are found, chooses the smallest one. TX1

receives bin number from TX2 and looks for a codeword V n
j

that is jointly typical with (Sn
1,j , Z

n
j , U

n
j (m1c,j , S

n
1,j , Z

n
j )). If

such a codeword V n
j does not exist in the bin, an arbitrary V n

j

from the bin is chosen.

At the end of block j − 1, assume that the relay decoded

the common messages (m1c,(j−1), m2c,(j−1)) correctly other-

wise error will be declared (Fig. 4). Thus, the relay knows

Zn
j (m1c,(j−1),m2c,(j−1)) and transmits Xn

R,j(s
n
1,j , s

n
2,j , z

n
j ).

In block j, TX1 and TX2 send Xn
1,j(m1p,j , s

n
1,j , z

n
j , u

n
j , v

n
j )

and Xn
2,j(m2p,j , s

n
2,j , z

n
j , u

n
j , v

n
j ), respectively. The codewords

of the bock j and j + 1 are given in Table 1.

Before starting proof of the theorem, it is reasonable to

examine the roles of the auxiliary random variables (rv)

introduced before. The rv Z serves as cooperating rv between

TXs and Relay. Each rv U and V plays double role. They

not generate common messages between TXs, but coordinate

among them regarding the CSI.

Decoding:

In addition to the decoding at the relay and at the RX , each

TX has a decoding process.

At the beginning of block j:

1) TX1 searches in the superbin associated with m1c,j for

a codeword Un
j such that

(un
j , z

n
j , s

n
1,j) ∈ T (n)

ǫ (U,Z, S1)

According to covering lemma [26], there exists a code-

word Un
j with high probability, if n → ∞ and

Ru −Rs1 > I(U ;S1|Z). (8)

2) TX2 searches for a codeword Un
j in the bin sent from

TX1 such that

(un
j , z

n
j , s

n
2,j) ∈ T (n)

ǫ (U,Z, S2)

According to joint typicality lemma [26], there exists a

unique codeword Un
j with high probability, if n → ∞

and

Ru −Rb1 < I(U ;S2|Z) (9)

Also there is a capacity constraint for the cooperation

channel from TX1 to TX2. Since the bin number should

be sent from TX1 to TX2, and there are totally 2nRb1

bins and finite capacity of this channel is C12, we obtain:

Rb1 < C12. (10)

3) TX2 searches in the superbin associated with m2c,j for

a codeword V n
j such that

(vnj , u
n
j , z

n
j , s

n
2,j) ∈ T (n)

ǫ (V, U, Z, S2)

According to covering lemma [26], there exists a code-

word V n
j with high probability, if n → ∞ and

Rv −Rs2 > I(V ;S2|Z,U). (11)

4) TX1 searches for a codeword V n
j in the bin sent from

TX2 such that

(vnj , u
n
j , z

n
j , s

n
1,j) ∈ T (n)

ǫ (V, U, Z, S1).

According to joint typicality lemma [26], there exists a

unique codeword V n
j with high probability, if n → ∞

and

Rv −Rb2 < I(V ;S1|Z,U). (12)

Also there is a capacity constraint for the cooperation

channel from TX2 to TX1. Since the bin number should

be sent from TX2 to TX1, and there are totally 2nRb2

bins and finite capacity of this channel is C21, we obtain:

Rb2 < C21. (13)

At the end of block j, the relay searches for indices m̂1c,j

and m̂2c,j such that

(un
j (m̂1c,j , s

n
1,j , z

n
j ), v

n
j (m̂2c,j , s

n
2,j , z

n
j , u

n
j ), z

n
j , x

n
R,j , s

n
1,j ,

sn2,j , y
n
R,j) ∈ T

(n)
ǫ (U, V, Z,XR, S1, S2, YR)

(14)

Now, we analyze the probability of error at the relay.

Assume (m1c,j ,m2c,j) = (1, 1). We define the event:

Ea,b , {(un
j (a, s

n
1,j , z

n
j ), v

n
j (b, s

n
2,j , z

n
j , u

n
j ), z

n
j , x

n
R,j , s

n
1,j ,

sn2,j , y
n
R,j) ∈ T

(n)
ǫ (U, V, Z,XR, S1, S2, YR)}

(15)

Using the union bound the probability of error at the relay at

the end of block j is derived as

P
(n)
e ≤ Pr(Ec

1,1) +
∑

a=1,b 6=1 Pr(Ea,b) +
∑

a 6=1,b=1 Pr(Ea,b)

+
∑

a 6=1,b 6=1 Pr(Ea,b)
(16)

The first term goes to zero by Asymptotic Equipartition

Property (AEP) theorem. According to joint typicality lemma

[26] the other terms go to zero, if n → ∞ and

Rs2 < I(V ;YR|S1, S2, Z, U,XR), (17)

Rs1 +Rs2 < I(U, V ;YR|S1, S2, Z,XR).



TABLE I

CODEWORDS OF BLOCKS J AND J+1

block j block j+1

Zn
j (m1c,(j−1),m2c,(j−1)) Zn

j+1(m1c,j ,m2c,j )

Un
j (m1c,j , s

n
1,j , z

n
j ) Un

j+1(m1c,(j+1), s
n
1,(j+1)

, znj+1)

V n
j (m2c,j , s

n
2,j , z

n
j , u

n
j ) V n

j+1(m2c,(j+1), s
n
2,(j+1)

, znj+1, u
n
j+1)

Xn
R,j

(sn1,j , s
n
2,j , z

n
j ) Xn

R,(j+1)
(sn

1,(j+1)
, sn

2,(j+1)
, znj+1)

Xn
1,j(m1p,j , s

n
1,j , z

n
j , u

n
j , v

n
j ) Xn

1,(j+1)
(m1p,(j+1), s

n
1,(j+1)

, znj+1, u
n
j+1, v

n
j+1)

Xn
2,j(m2p,j , s

n
2,j , z

n
j , u

n
j , v

n
j ) Xn

2,(j+1)
(m2p,(j+1), s

n
2,(j+1)

, znj+1, u
n
j+1, v

n
j+1)

We also mention that the constraint caused by the case (a 6=
1, b = 1) is redundant.

At the RX , we use backward decoding technique [26] and

utilize the channel outputs at the block j and j + 1 to de-

code ((m1c,j ,m1p,j), (m2c,j ,m2p,j)) .In backward decoding

scheme, RX waits until all blocks are received and then starts

decoding process by using two last blocks (instead of two first

block).

At the end of block j + 1, at first, the RX searches for

indices m̂1c,j and m̂2c,j such that

(znj+1(m̂1c,j , m̂2c,j), x
n
R,j+1(s

n
1,j+1, s

n
2,j+1, z

n
j+1(m̂1c,j , m̂2c,j)),

un
j+1(m̂1c,j+1, s

n
1,j+1, z

n
j+1), v

n
j+1(m̂2c,j+1, s

n
2,j+1, z

n
j+1, u

n
j+1),

sn1,j+1, s
n
2,j+1, y

n
j+1 ∈ T

(n)
ǫ (Z,XR, U, V, S1, S2, Y )

(18)

According to joint typicality lemma [26], such indices are

found with approximately zero probability of error if

Rs1 +Rs2 < I(U, V, Z,XR;Y |S1, S2) (19)

Based on indices m̂1c,j and m̂2c,j found for all blocks, the

RX searches for indices m̂1p,j and m̂2p,j at the end of block

j such that

(un
j (m̂1c,j , s

n
1,j , z

n
j ), v

n
j (m̂2c,j , s

n
2,j , z

n
j , u

n
j (m̂1c,j , s

n
1,j , z

n
j )),

xn
1,j(m̂1p,j , s

n
1,j , z

n
j , u

n
j (m̂1c,j , s

n
1,j , z

n
j ), v

n
j (m̂2c,j , s

n
2,j , z

n
j , u

n
j )),

xn
2,j(m̂2p,j , s

n
2,j , z

n
j , u

n
j (m̂1c,j , s

n
1,j , z

n
j ), v

n
j (m̂2c,j , s

n
2,j , z

n
j , u

n
j ),

znj (m1c,j−1,m2c,j−1), x
n
R,j(s

n
1,j , s

n
2,j , z

n
j ), s

n
1,j , s

n
2,j , y

n
j )) ∈

T
(n)
ǫ (U, V,X1, X2, Z,XR, S1, S2, Y )

(20)

Now, we analyze the probability of error. Assume

((m1c,j ,m1p,j), (m2c,j ,m2p,j)) = ((1, 1), (1, 1)). We define

the event:

Ea,b , {(un
j (1, s

n
1,j , z

n
j ), v

n
j (1, s

n
2,j , z

n
j , u

n
j (1, s

n
1,j , z

n
j )),

xn
1,j(a, s

n
1,j , z

n
j , u

n
j (1, s

n
1,j , z

n
j ), v
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T
(n)
ǫ (U, V,X1, X2, Z,XR, S1, S2, Y )}

(21)

Then we bound the union of probability of error, as:

P
(n)
e ≤ Pr(Ec

1,1) +
∑

a 6=1,b=1

Pr(Ea,b)

∑

a=1,b 6=1

Pr(Ea,b) +
+

∑

a 6=1,b 6=1

Pr(Ea,b)
(22)

The first term goes to zero by AEP. According to joint

typicality lemma [26] as n → ∞ the other terms go to zero

respectively if

R1 −Rs1<I(X1;Y |S1, S2, Z, U, V,XR, X2),

R2 −Rs2<I(X2;Y |S1, S2, Z, U, V,XR, X1),

R1 +R2 −Rs1 −Rs2<I(X1, X2;Y |S1, S2, Z, U, V,XR).

(23)

Finally, by combining (8)-(13), (17), (19) and (23) and

applying the Fourier-Motzkin elimination [26] we see that if

(R1, R2) satisfies (6), when n → ∞, P
(n)
ǫ goes to zero.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated a discrete memoryless state-

dependent MARC with two way cooperation links between

the TXs, in which the TXs know the partial CSI and the

relay and the RX know full CSI. We used a compound

cooperation strategy for this channel by using the block-

Markov superposition coding and double binning techniques.

Double binning was used for sharing the CSI and parts of

the messages between the TXs. Based on the messages shared

between the TXs and by using block-Markov superposition

coding, TXs can cooperate with the relay. By using this two

cooperation strategy, we derived an achievable rate region for

this channel. In our future work, we intend to utilize further

rate-splitting to enable the relay to perform partial decoding

on the common messages which are shared between the TXs.
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